
New Book Captures the Beauty of the Crystal
Coast in Quotes and Photos
Local published novelist meets local
nature photographer resulting in a
dynamic creation of quotes and photos
capturing the beauty of the Crystal Coast!

BEAUFORT, NORTH CAROLINA, USA,
August 27, 2018 /EINPresswire.com/ --
Local published novelist meets local
nature photographer resulting in a
dynamic creation of quotes and photos
capturing the beauty of the Crystal Coast while providing inspiration for everyday life! 

Even though this duo met only months ago, the quotes within the pages of CHANGING TIDES,
written and compiled by Rebecca Jones, go hand in hand with photos taken by Kandice Antwine

The beauty of the North
Carolina coast is a constant
inspiration." ”

Rebecca Jones

over the span of seven years. Creative sparks were
plentiful as Rebecca and Kandice joined forces resulting in
a one of a kind work published by Library Partners Press,
an imprint of Wake Forest University.

The natural beauty of the Crystal Coast was all the
inspiration that Rebecca Jones needed as she assembled
quotes referencing sources from Peter Pan to the Bible,

filling in with original words of wisdom written by the author herself.

This same local scenery had inspired Kandice Antwine to purchase her first camera years ago,
and continues to captivate her on a daily basis. She can often be seen with her camera in hand
and has been mistakenly identified as a tourist instead of a local resident.

The ninety-five quotes and corresponding photos within the pages of CHANGING TIDES bring
about a range of emotions as they flow from sunrise to sunset, encouraging the reader to not
give up hope and to “try just one more time.”  While enjoying the quotes within, one is also taken
on a pictorial tour of the Crystal Coast, Beaufort, New Bern, Harkers Island, Morehead City,
Atlantic Beach and other small towns in between. 

CHANGING TIDES can be purchased locally at The Next Chapter Books and Art in historic
downtown New Bern, Sweet Lilly Ru on Front Street in Beaufort, Coastal Farmhouse located in
Swansboro, and THE Book Shop in Morehead City as well on online at Amazon.com and soon to
be available online at Barnes and Nobles.  Book signings by both Author and Photographer will
be planned at a future date. 
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